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Critical Review
WW or WoW: The WW Domains in a Union of Bliss
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Summary
WW domains are small protein modules that recognize prolinerich peptide motifs or phosphorylated-serine/threonine proline sites
in cognate proteins. Within host proteins these modules are joined to
other protein domains or to a variety of catalytic domains acting
together as adaptors or targeting anchors of enzymes. An important
aspect of signaling by WW domains is their ability to recognize their
cognate ligands in tandem. Tandem WW domains not only act in a
synergistic manner but also appear to chaperone the function of
each other. In this review, we focus on structure, function, and
mechanism of the tandem WW domains co-operativity as well as
independent actions. We emphasize here the implications of tandem
arrangement and cooperative function of the domains for signaling
pathways.
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INTRODUCTION
WW domains are the smallest protein modules composed of
approximately 40 amino acids and fold as a stable, triple
stranded beta-sheet in the absence of ligands or disulﬁde
bridges (1 – 3). The name refers to two signature tryptophan
(W) residues that are spaced 20 – 22 amino acids apart and are
present in most of the WW domains. In some instances,
however, the ﬁrst or the second conserved tryptophan is
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substituted by other aromatic residues (1, 4). WW domains
recognize proline-rich peptide motifs or phosphorylated serine/
threonine proline sites in the cognate proteins (5). Based on the
ligand recognition, the WW domain family was classiﬁed into
four groups. The largest group recognizes ligands with
PPxY motif (where P is proline, Y is tyrosine and x is any
amino acid) (4, 6). Proteins with WW domains are involved
in a variety of cellular processes including receptor signaling,
protein traﬃcking, RNA processing and transcription (5).
Several WW domain-mediated complexes have been implicated in human diseases such as Liddle’s syndrome of
hypertension, Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s diseases, and
cancer (5).
The presence of domains as tandem repeats in a wide
variety of cellular proteins is an intriguing feature of several
families of protein modules including the WW domain family
(Fig. 1). In an attempt to understand the molecular mechanism of how tandem repeats function, structures of tandem
WW domains of the yeast splicing factor Prp40 (7) and the
suppressor of deltex Su(dx), a homolog of human Nedd-4 that
encodes E3 ubiquitin ligase (8) have been determined to high
resolution. These tandem WW domains share a number of
common features but diﬀerences indicate that WW domains
may have evolved unique mechanisms to operate in tandem.
Thus, while the triple-stranded beta-sheets of tandem domains
of both Prp40 and Su(dx) are held together by a linker, the
ﬂexibility of this region seems to hold clues to understanding
how they may act in a co-operative manner. Biochemical
characterization of two other proteins that contain tandem
WW domains, namely YAP2 and WWOX (9 – 11), provided
functional data on the cooperative as well as independent
action of these domains within a given protein. In this article,
we discuss structure, function and mechanism of tandem WW
domains and how such an organization underlies their ﬁdelity
in cellular signal transduction.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of proteins containing
tandem WW domains. TAD, Transcription Activation Domain; OXI-RED, Oxidoreductase catalytic domain; GuKC,
Guanylate Kinase domain; C2, calcium and lipid binding
domain; and HECT, ubiquitin-ligase catalytic domain. FF and
PDZ are other protein domains that frequently occur together
with WW domains within the same host proteins.

LINKER REGION ORIENTS THE DOMAINS FOR
OPTIMAL ACTIVITY
In Prp40, the linker region is comprised of a well-ordered
helix that appears to impart strict rigidity and a ﬁxed
orientation upon its tandem domains WW1 and WW2 (7)
(Fig. 2a). The two domains essentially act as a single rigid
body and contain putative hydrophobic pockets on opposite
faces with characteristic features for binding to proline-rich
sequences. Interestingly, the sides of the two beta-stranded
structures facing each other contain a highly conserved patch
of hydrophobic residues such as W4, I14 and Y16 in WW1
and W45, V55 and Y57 in WW2. These residues have the
potential to interact in an interdomain fashion and thus bring
the two WW domains closer together in space. However, such
interactions are not observed and the two domains are merely
held together and maintained in a ﬁxed orientation by the
interdomain helix. Such organization of WW domains not
only renders them capable of binding to distinct sites in target
proteins but also ﬁts well with the role of Prp40 in its ability to
interact simultaneously and bridge precisely between target
sites within the splicing machinery (7).
In contrast, the linker region between the WW3 and WW4
tandem domains of Su(dx) does not adopt helical conformation and is largely comprised of a rather ﬂexible loop of
approximately 20 residues in length (8) (Fig. 2b). The
ﬂexibility of this inter-domain loop is believed to be critical

Figure 2. Solution structures of the tandem domains WW1-WW2 of the yeast splicing factor Prp40 (a) and the tandem domains
WW3-WW4 of suppressor of deltex Su(dx) (b). The tandem WW domains are shown in red and the interdomain linker is in
green, and sidechains of key residues constituting the hydrophobic surface on the opposite sides to the ligand binding pocket are
depicted in blue. The Prp40 and Su(dx) structures displayed correspond to PDB codes 1O6W and 1TK7, respectively. Only a
representative solution structure is shown.
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to the function of the two WW domains in Su(dx). However,
despite such ﬂexibility of the linker loop, the two domains
behave as one rigid body and their orientation relative to each
other, although not as rigid as observed with the WW domains
of Prp40, is also somewhat restricted. Like WW1 and WW2 in
Prp40, the sides of WW3 and WW4 in Su(dx) facing each
other also contain highly conserved patches of hydrophobic
residues such as W483, I487 and F495 in WW3, and W527,
Y531 and F539 in WW4. The orientation of the interdomain
linker however prevents these from coming in close proximity
to each other and engaging in interdomain interactions. Thus,
like the tandem WW domains of Prp40, the tandem WW
domains of Su(dx) are unable to interact with each other even
though they are tethered together in a more or less ﬁxed
orientation required for their biological function.

LIGAND BINDING EMPLOYS DIFFERENT MECHANISMS
The putative hydrophobic pockets for ligand binding lie on
opposite faces of the tandem domains WW1 and WW2 of
Prp40 in a ﬁxed orientation (7) (Fig. 3a). In WW1, the putative
binding pocket is comprised of hydrophobic residues such as
Y15, Y17 and W26 clustered on one face of the beta-stranded
structure. In WW2, the equivalent residues are Y56, Y58 and
W67. Unlike the tandem WW domains of Prp40 (7), the
tandem WW domains of Su(dx) are able to move relative to
each other and such an organization allows them to interact
with their target sites independent of each other and the ligand
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binding sites may not necessarily face away from each other
(8) (Fig. 3b). In WW3, the putative binding pocket for prolinerich sequences is comprised of hydrophobic residues such as
Y494, V496 and W505 clustered on one face of the triplestranded beta-sheet structure. The equivalent residues in WW4
are F538, V540 and F549, with the latter residue mimicking
the role of the second conserved tryptophan found in WW3.
The ﬁxed orientation of ligand binding pockets in Prp40 arises
out of their necessity to act as a bridge between splicing factors
that are held in a precise orientation and thus correlates well
with the spatially-restricted target sites in the splicing
machinery (7). In contrast, members of the Nedd4 family,
that includes Su(dx), interact with a wide array of functionally
diverse proteins through their WW domains (8, 12). Thus, the
greater degree of freedom available to the WW3-WW4 tandem
pair in Su(dx) renders them more adaptable to various spatial
orientations imposed upon them by their substrates.
The substitution of phenylalanine for the second conserved
tryptophan in Su(dx) WW4 domain does not necessarily
render WW4 domain functionally distinct from classical WW
domains in which both tryptophans are conserved. In support
of this view is the observation that although the second
tryptophan in the second WW domain of the tandem WW
domains of the tight junction protein MAGI1 is replaced
by a tyrosine, both WW domains interact with the prolinerich motif – PPXY- found in synaptotagmins (13). Unlike
the tandem WW domains of Prp40, which seem to undergo
little or negligible structural change upon ligand binding, the

Figure 3. Ligand binding pockets within the tandem domains WW1-WW2 of the yeast splicing factor Prp40 (a) and the tandem
domains WW3-WW4 of suppressor of deltex Su(dx) (b). The tandem WW domains are shown in red, the interdomain linker is in
green, and the side-chains of key residues constituting the putative binding pockets for proline-rich sequences are colored yellow.
The Prp40 and Su(dx) structures displayed correspond to PDB codes 1O6W and 1TK7, respectively. Only a representative
solution structure is shown. The orientations of the structures are same as in Fig. 2.
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tandem WW domains of Su(dx) are partially unstructured in
unbound state and attain full native globular-like structure
only upon binding to their cognate ligands. It is believed that
the binding of ligand to WW3 not only triggers a conformational change within this domain, but also that it is
transmitted to WW4 through the ﬂexible inter-domain loop.
The latter in turn may adopt a conformation optimal for
ligand binding and may return the compliments by further
stabilizing WW3. In this manner, ligand binding to one
domain synergistically enhances the ligand binding potential
of the other. It is also conceivable that ligand binding is
required for stabilization of WW3 and that in the absence of
ligand, interaction of WW3 with WW4 destabilizes the latter
and thereby aﬀecting its stability and structure. However,
WW4 does not bind to the type I PPPY ligand recognized by
WW3 and, to date, no ligands for WW4 have been identiﬁed
(8). In light of this observation, we suggest that WW4 may be
functionally sterile in that it is incapable of ligand binding per
se but yet it is required for the ligand binding potential of
WW3. In this regard, the tandem WW domains of Su(dx) may
act as a single supramodule with only WW3 being capable of
ligand binding while WW4 merely acts to stabilize and
chaperone WW3. Such a supramodule behavior will not be
unique to WW domains and it has, indeed, been previously
demonstrated for a tandem pair of PDZ domains (14).
Worthy of note is also the fact that in Prp40, both WW
domains are very similar to each other including the core of
central aromatics. While the overall sequence identity,
including the interdomain linker region, between the tandem
WW domains of Prp40 and Su(dx) is 26%, the sequence
identity between WW1 and WW2 tandem pair of Prp40 is
48%. The higher sequence identity between the two tandem
WW domains of Prp40 further underscores the similarity in
their biological function. In Su(dx), however, the WW3 and
WW4 tandem domains are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent both at
sequence level and in their binding pockets. In contrast to 48%
sequence identity between the tandem WW1 and WW2
domains of Prp40, the sequence identity between the tandem
WW3 and WW4 domains of Su(dx) is only 27%, implying that
the WW3 and WW4 domains may act co-operatively by
binding diverse sequences on a single substrate or interact with
a variety of diﬀerent substrates to be targeted for degradation.
The latter possibility is supported by the biological role of
ubiquitin ligases that are known to recognize a plethora of
substrate proteins destined for proteasomal degradation.

ACTING TOGETHER OR INDEPENDENTLY
Biochemical analyses of two WW tandem-containing
proteins YAP2 and WWOX that assemble on ErbB4 receptor
provide suggestive evidence that tandem WW domains can act
together as a true tandem pair or act independently (9, 11)
(Fig. 4). The ﬁrst WW domain of YAP2 and WWOX are
primarily involved in recognition of PPxY motif(s) on ErbB4.

However, a sensitive functional assay of transcription has
shown that at least in the case of YAP2, the presence of the
intact second WW domain enhances the biological function of
the YAP2-ErbB4 complex.
From the recent proteomic mapping of human WW
domains we learned that the ﬁrst WW domain of WWOX
binds 18 human proteins whereas the second one interacts
with 16 human proteins (6). Since some of the known ligands
of WW domains of WWOX are common and others are
unique, it is likely that many versatile proteins such as the
tumor suppressing WWOX have evolved both tandem and
non-tandem ways to target a large repertoire of proteins to
control growth of cells in a precise way. By extrapolation,
perhaps all tandem domains evolved to act in bi-modal
fashion being either in ‘a permanent union of bliss’ by acting
in unison or when required for diﬀerent signaling routes ‘just
helping each other’ a little or not at all.

FUTURE LOOKS ROSIER
The arrangement of WW domains of Prp40 (7) and Su(dx)
(8) in a tandem fashion appears to present an important facet
of their biology. In the case of Prp40, the tandem WW
domains are held together in a ﬁxed orientation such that their
ligand binding pockets face to the outside and away from each
other. Such a modular organization speaks volumes about
their ability to participate and simultaneously bridge between
precisely oriented splicing factors that constitute the splicing
machinery (7). The need for the WW domains of Su(dx) to
come together as a single functioning unit seems to be of a very
diﬀerent origin. These domains appear to take up their native
structure only upon interaction with their cognate ligands and,
as a result, they have adopted a synergistic mechanism in
which ligand binding to one domain enhances the ability of the
other to interact with its target sites and vice versa (8).
The occurrence of tandem WW repeats across a wide range
of signaling proteins seems to be a mechanism that Nature has
adopted to improve the eﬃciency and ﬁdelity of cellular signal
transduction. Such a mechanism is also elegantly demonstrated by the tandem bromodomains (15), the tandem SH2
domains (16, 17), the tandem PDZ domains (14, 18, 19), the
BRCT tandem domains of the breast cancer associated protein
BCRA1 (20), the tandem SH3 domains of NADPH oxidase
(21), the tandem GAF domains of bacterial adenylyl cyclase
(22), the tandem C2 domains of synaptotagmin involved in the
engagement of SNAREs (23) and the tandem FF domains that
occur frequently together with WW domains and are found in
proteins associated with RNA splicing (24).
The extensive structural analysis of tandem domains over
the last decade has begun to shed light on the molecular
mechanism of their co-operative action. Yet, we have a long
way to go before we can fully understand the details of such
co-operation. First, the structures of tandem domains in
complex with their singular or bi-dentate ligands are clearly
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Figure 4. Schemes of interactions between the ErbB4 receptor and two of its adapters: YAP2 and WWOX (9 – 11). Although
only the ﬁrst WW domain in the tandems of YAP2 and WWOX were shown to bind directly to PPxY motifs within ErbB4
receptor, it is likely that once the complex between ErbB4 and the ﬁrst WW domain of YAP2 or WWOX is formed, the second
WW domain may cooperate in recognition of the same motif or could recognize other closely located PPxY cores on ErbB4. Top
four panels refer to ErbB4 YAP complexes. Lower two panels refer to ErbB4-WWOX complexes. TAD, Transcription
Activation Domain; OX, Oxidoreductase, catalytic domain.

warranted. Understanding the molecular basis of co-operativity observed in tandem domains in thermodynamic and kinetic
terms is also an important facet of the molecular picture.
Direct measurements of ligand binding to tandem versus
individual domains are thus needed. The design of proteomic
arrays of modular domains (WW, SH3 and PDZ domain
arrays are already available from Panomics company) should
contain tandems, double tandems (especially for WW, FF and
PDZ) and also engineered homotypic permutations of tandem
domains. The deﬁnition of tandem domains should also be

extended to consider heterotypic domains. Functional screens
of arrays that contain tandems of similar but distinct domains
that cooperate with each other such as WW and FF or WW
and PDZ domains could be quite informative. By including in
such screens permutations of tandems, completely new
signaling complexes could be uncovered.
In essence, the study of tandem domains is the study of
functional co-evolution of closely located domains. The
analysis of naturally occurring and engineered tandem
domains could provide new molecular tools for re-directing
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signaling events for therapeutic purposes. A combined venture
between academia and industry will undoubtedly provide
further insights into how tandem domains work at the
molecular level and may pave the way for the development
of a new generation of drugs aimed at exploiting the unique
features employed by tandem domains. The ever-increasing
myriad of tandem repeats clearly poses a challenge in
understanding cellular signal transduction at a new level and
there is indeed a lot at stake.
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